
The German and the Zionist anti-Semites

(1) The current and previous anti-Semitism:
Anti-Semitism has always exposed itself by it's hatred against anything that was "Arabic"
(including the main religion of that area). Anti-Semites are today (as before) supporters of
breathtaking mass murders - including the annihilation of complete Arab cities (Fallujah) and
the pollution (depleted uranium) and uncounted mutilations - against allegedly 'inferior' (the
word is of course not pronounced) - Arabs.

Why is this typical anti-Semitic? And why has in the first instance nothing at all to do with
"Jews"?
The for Europe relevant races-teaching, developed by the French Count de Gobineau didn't
know a separate "Jew"-term - even less as a separate breed. Count de Gobineaus definition
of 'Semites' as inferior didn't mean 'the Jews' - but ' the A r a b s'. This is because France
was at Gobineau time (middle of the 19th century) on it's way to submit the predominantly
Arabian countries of Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco (if applicable). De Gobineau says a
"Semite" is a member of those "dark, nomadic(sic!), unproductive racial groups, that are
determined to serve (the valuable races)" (Cornelia-Schmitz-Berning, "Vokabular des
Nationalsozialismus", p. 35).

The Nazis never differed from de Gobineau's breed of concept of "Semites" at any time!
"Jews" were just the only "Semitic" one could find in Europe. There were (practically) no
"Arabs" in the Nazi-Empire. Not earlier than in December 1944 Rosenberg found it necessary
to state hastily, that 'the Arabs' no (longer) are to be classify as of inferior race. This was
because the Nazi-Bigheads had already packed their suitcases and were quite willing to flee
into Arab countries. That Rosenberg declared this at a time, which he could not have chosen
any later (Dec. 1944: One hardly could get out of those many encirclements by allied and
sowjet troops anymore!). That probably says everything about what the Nazis thought of
"Arabs".
This is why we speak - especially since the Nazi era - of "anti-Semitism" and not of "anti-
Judaism".

Today Zionists and self-proclaimed 'Holocaust whisperers' continue to use this anti-Semitism
of the Nazis and Gobineau's against the inhabitants of Arab countries (and - unspoken - the
people of Afghanistan and Iran are also considered 'inferior' and killed and mutilated in
masses)!

(2) Can anti-Semites, which consider themselves to be "Jews" (in a
racial(!) sense) be "anti-Semites"? Yes!
Gobineau's European anti-Semitism of the 19th century was taken over by the Zionist -
however with the change that they excluded their "race" (more to that in a moment) from
those who were supposed to be of inferior value.
Such behaviour is not unusual, but typical: Consider how the petty bourgeoisie handled the
contempt it got from the great bourgeoisie. They petty bourgeoisie simply copied the attitude
of the great bourgeoisie. Only that they excluded themselves from the contempt and instead
carried this contempt 'downwards' (against workers, beggars, homeless, poor foreigners,
etc.). Their contempt sometimes was even stiffer that that of the great bourgeoisie!
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There are other numerous examples in those former European colonies. The local first class
or ethnic or caste excluded themselves (In their own thinking) from the contempt of their
European masters. But they continued their masters contempt practically unchanged
'downwards' to those castes, ethnics and tribes they considered to be inferior.

(3) How do you recognize today's anti-Semitism or racism?

(a) The use of the word "Jew"
The Nazis understood the word "Jew" only racially. For them those were the "Semites", they
could find in their sphere of influence.
My opinion, that the only justified use of the word "Jew" is for someone, who follows the
Mosaic religion, was not(!) at all shared by the Nazis and Gobineau:
If Karl Marx had lived at the time of the Nazis, his claim, that he was an atheist and not a Jew
at all, wouldn't have saved him: The Nazis would have murdered him as a "Jew". Also
Heinrich Heine's claim, that he was a Catholic - and exactly not(!) a "Jew" - wouldn't have
saved him: Also he would have been murdered by the Nazis as a "Jew"!

The fact that today's self-proclaimed 'Holocaust whisperers' carry on this national socialist
(and Count Gobineau's) R A C E-concept "Jew", shows the racist worldview of these people
(example: Naming Israel a "Jewish State" - although there are also atheists, Muslims,
Buddhists, and so on). In other word these people understand the word "Jew" as defining a
RACE.
Instead of finally unveiling this sick national socialist - and at the same time: Zionist - r a c i
a l idea of the word "Jew" as evil, murderous and "disintegrating" and instead of correcting
their attitude, they spread this racist determination of "Jew" systematically until today.

(b) The hollow and false formula: "6 million murdered Jews"
The formula of "6 million murdered Jews", that these racist spread, denies the murder of
about 500,000 Gypsies (Sinti, Roma, Jenisch) - see
http://www.forumromanum.de/member/forum/entry_ubb.user_180250.1154448853.1106052
754.1106052754.1.text_den_informationstafeln_des_denkmals_fuer_nationalsozialismus_er
mordeten_sinti-free_chat.html - and therefore is nothing less than a PARTIAL DENYING OF
THE HOLOCAUST!

In relation to the crimes of Nazi-empire it is therefore only correct to speak of "6½ millions
racialistly murdered persons".

This thoughtless and vain formula of "6 million murdered Jews" used by these racist
understands those murdered "Half Jews" and "Quarter Jews" (Nazi-language) also as "Jews"
- although by logic they are also 'Half-' and 'Three-quarter Aryans'. These modern 'Holocaust
whisperers' still follow the Nazi demon, to which "Half-" and "Quarter Jews" were "Semitic
polluted" and just for this reason no more "Aryans".

(c) The partisanship for Israel (also of parts of the left)
That endlessly repeated formula of "6 million murdered Jews" and a supposed obligation
thereof in favour of Israel unveils nothing but a racist view and racist thinking:
After all, what do Israel and the Israelis have to do with the Holocaust of the Nazis? The
Nazis had never committed murders in Palestine. Even if you consider that the survivors of
the Holocaust - unfortunately, but also: understandably - left former Germany after the war, it
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is clear that practically as good as no one emigrated to Palestine. Almost all emigrated to the
United States, to Canada and South America (Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Chile etc.).

From this point of view a 'sense of obligation' or a "Wiedergutmachung" towards the United
States, Canada, Argentina and Brazil would be understandable. But not towards "Israel"!

Only then can you see a link between the mass killings of the Nazis and Israel, if you carry a
r a c i s t view of the world ("you know the victims of the Holocaust were 'Jewish'. And most
citizens of Israel are also of Jewish race. And that is why we owe them even more support".).

BUT THE 'RACE' IS NOT THE VICTIM OF THE HOLOCAUST - THE 'RACE' IS THE C A U
S E R (!) OF THE HOLOCAUST!

Even the Nazis did not know a separate breed "Jews". To them they were all just "Semites".
If these 'Holocaust whisperers' were only a bit consequent they'd would excuse for the
Holocaust also to all Iraqis, Moroccans, Syrians, Algerians, Tunisians, Egyptians, Sudanese,
Lebanese, Yemenis, and so on. And they'd offer them "Widergutmachung" for " …that we
have murdered 6 million of Y O U R people".

Why? Because every young Iraqi, Libyan or Tunisian can say with same right as an Israeli:
"What you did to us with your Holocaust …!!"
Of course, both - an Arab saying that and an Israeli saying that - would be in the very same
way a racist illusion or mind game.

(4) Conclusions
(a) We have to object those mad teachings of the Nazis and of the Zionists.

And I mention Nazis and Zionist in one sentence because of this: A. Hitler and "Mein Kampf"
was only largely written off of the - already half a century previously existing - Zionist
Agenda.
A. Hitler had this thesis of "people without space" and also most of the racist concept simply
written off! This parole "People without Space" made never sense for Germany! The people
of Germany became quite riche only a f t e r a lot of territory was taken away from Germany
(after WW II). Also the Netherlands - the most dense populated area in Europe - have been
rich and well off for several hundred years now.
Of cause for Zionism the parole "People without Space" made sense.

It's always the same with students, that write off: They don't think while they write off - and
then their cheating can be proven.

(b) Frederic the Great forbade torture in the Prussian laws (although the Habsburgers - Maria
Theresia - enforced it in their laws at exactly the same time).
Now torture has been reintroduced by Nazis and Zionist and now even by the Nato-
countries.
We must oppose this!

(c) Also we must oppose those current and those planed annihilation-wars (mass-murder,
depleted uranium, Fallutsha) against Arab and other countries.
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